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Get ready to experience the best 40 days of your life! 40 Days to Discovering the Real You: Learning to Live Authentically is an eight-week study of the life of the soul, the practice of fasting, and the process of living more authentically. It is a transformational
expedition that will lead you on an inward journey to greater health, happiness, and success as you learn to live from the inside out—as we are told by Jesus in the book of Matthew: “Ignite the kingdom life within you, a fire within you . . . changing you from the inside
out . . . make a clean sweep of your lives” (Matthew 3:11). When all is well with the souls of humanity, all will be well in the world. When you have peace in your soul, you will bring that peace to bear on the world around you—you will become the change you are
hoping to see. Churches, organizations, small groups, and families are encouraged to travel together on this 40-day journey to greater mental, emotional, and spiritual health. If everyone who picks up this book takes it upon him or herself to encourage others to
participate, we would create an unstoppable movement! You may think that one healed soul cannot heal the world, but it can.Join the Soul Fast Movement by going to www.soulfast.com. There you will find soul-empowering resources and tools to not only transform
your life, but the world! 40 Days to Discovering the Real You promises to bring the best out of you so that you can impact your world for good. Have the courage to follow your heart! Step out and engage with your authentic self—it will be the best 40 days of your life!
The Morning & Evening devotional by C.H. Spurgeon is the gold standard by which other devotionals are compared. Morning & Evening gives a glance at exegetical insight from one of the greatest preachers of all time.
Get ready to experience the best 40 days of your life! The 40 Day Soul Fast: Your Journey To Authentic Living is an eight-week study of the life of the soul, the practice of fasting, and the process of living more authentically. It is a transformational expedition that will
lead you on an inward journey to greater health, happiness, and success as you learn to live from the inside out—as we are told by Jesus in the book of Matthew: “Ignite the kingdom life within you, a fire within you . . . changing you from the inside out . . . make a clean
sweep of your lives” (Matthew 3:11). When all is well with the souls of humanity, all will be well in the world. When you have peace in your soul, you will bring that peace to bear on the world around you—you will become the change you are hoping to see. Churches,
organizations, small groups, and families are encouraged to travel together on this 40-day journey to greater mental, emotional, and spiritual health. If everyone who picks up this book takes it upon him or herself to encourage others to participate, we would create an
unstoppable movement! You may think that one healed soul cannot heal the world, but it can.Join the Soul Fast Movement by going to www.soulfast.com. There you will find soul-empowering resources and tools to not only transform your life, but the world! The 40
Day Soul Fast promises to bring the best out of you so that you can impact your world for good. Have the courage to follow your heart! Step out and engage with your authentic self—it will be the best 40 days of your life!
Doesn't every day deserve a chance to be a good day? An opportunity? A shot? A tryout? An audition? A swing at the plate? After all: "This is the day the Lord has made. We will rejoice and be glad in it." But what of those days when traffic snarls, airports close,
friends forget, and spouses complain? Or divorce days, final exam days, surgery days, tax days, or even days when the cemetery dirt is still fresh? "Yes, every day," says best-selling author Max Lucado. In Every Day Deserves a Chance he unpacks Jesus' delightful
formula for upgrading each of your days to blue ribbon status: saturate your day in Jesus' grace; entrust your day to His oversight; accept His direction. Grace. Oversight. Direction. G-O-D. The perfect prescription for filling your day with divine power and giving
every day a chance.
Heal Your Soul, Heal Our World
Power Principles about Praying for Others
Learning to Live Authentically
Wake Up to the Gift of 24 Hours
Prevail
Discover Your Strength in Hard Places
I Declare
"The Prayer Warrior's Way" shows readers that God created people so He would have someone with whom He could communicate and share life.
DIVDIVBeat the devil at his own game and wage warfare with confidence!/div/div
The solutions to today's greatest problems will not be found in a new technology, philanthropy, or social philosophy, but will be mined from the human soul. When Jesus came preaching a new
kingdom, He was not proclaiming a new government as much as He was communicating a new paradigm that would liberate all who embraced it and empower them to live the authentic lives as world
changers that God has planned for each of us. Heal Your Soul, Heal Your World is about the impact the life of our soul has on the world around us, and the journey into healing the soul that
frees it to be the seat of the God ideas we need to address today's most troubling issues.
March 2017 Day 2DODGE THE PROCESS! MISS THE PRODUCT!BASIC SCRIPTURE:HABAKKUK 2: 1- 4Patience is profitable. It's a lost virtue in our culture today. There is so much craze for wealth
because people are no more patient. Armed robbery, prostitution or corruption, etc, for example, are the consequences of impatience. The year 2017 is still young! Prayers are being prayed.
Planning is going on. There is excitement in the spirit world because the word "EVIDENCE" is being announced worldwide over divine megaphones. But you must realize that there is always a
time lag between the day you plant pineapple or apple seed and when you actually harvest the fruit from the full-grown tree. Every divine purpose delivers in stages and there is a time for
every purpose on this earth including your own. Don't cage or hinder your destiny by seeking for shortcuts. If you dodge the process - patience, you will miss the product. Habakkuk 2:3
declares: "for the vision is yet for an appointed time; but at the end, it shall speak and not lie. Though it tarry (as the year progresses), wait for it; because it will surely come, it
will not tarry." God is bigger than our biggest plans. He is working on your behalf. You need patience to obtain this year. Don't compare yourself with others or look around negatively.
God's calendar for you is not the same with your next-door neighbour. Patience mixed with praise and worship will shield you from avoidable mistakes. Meditate also, on Micah 7:7! Your year
will end in peace and glory and there shall be EVIDENCE that you serve a living God. The fullness of any vision speaks only at the end. Wait! You will never end up in shame! Amen! PRAYER
POINTS: Take Song 2: Standing on the ...1. In your own words, pray about today's word as led.2. Make a commitment on your knees that you will not panic or hurry or dwell in self comparison with others.3. Use the Gems For Success page before bedtime today
Your Journey to a Richer Life
January to March 2017 Edition
A Daily Gospel Devotional
Rules Of Engagement
Every Day Deserves a Chance
90 Days with the God Who Speaks
The Prayer Warrior's Way
This revised, expanded edition of the Common Worship President’s Edition contains everything to celebrate Holy Communion Order One throughout the church year. It combines relevant material from the original President’s Edition with Eucharistic material from Times and
Seasons, Festivals and Pastoral Services, and the Additional Collects.
The God of Peace is one important bible study about the faith in Jesus Christ. A book that will bring growth and knowledge about faith, and invite him to live with greater intimacy with God. Written by Charles Spurgeon, important preacher Christian.
In her authoritative, declarative style, Cindy Trimm helps you achieve victory over your circumstances through spoken declarations that activate God's power.
The United States Marine Corps is indebted to all who gave permission to use worship materials, hymns, and tunes under their control that are used in this Devotional Field Book. Every effort was made to ensure that all copyrighted works are used by permission of the owners.
New Morning Mercies
Running with Horses
I Decree and Declare: I Walk in Abundant Life
PUSH
Starting Your Day Right
Common Worship: Times and Seasons President's Edition
40 Powerful Declarations That Release God's Abundance in Your Body, Soul, and Spirit
The Anatomy of Intercession will look at the lives of great intercessors, from Abraham and Moses to John “Praying” Hyde, Rees Howells, and John G. Lake, to glean from their lives and teachings insights
and principles about the importance and impact of intercessory prayer from a practical perspective.
When life races with chaos and uncertainty, run beyond your fear with bold faith. Humanly speaking, we are no match for a horse's strength or speed. But “the hand of the Lord came upon Elijah,” and the
prophet was able to outrun Ahab's royal chariot on the long streak from Mount Carmel to Jezreel (1 Kings 18). In the same way, personal relationship with Almighty God inspires and empowers us to
accomplish great exploits we never thought possible and, like Elijah, to deliver something of prophetic value to the culture and the world. Running with Horses is a volume of daily writings exhorting
every individual this way—to expect impossible outcomes, even supernatural interventions. Inspired this way, when the pace speeds up in the sphere to which you are called, you run ahead of anything
believed possible. Like all of creation, you were born with a specific design and purpose. Yours, I am convinced, is for this no-holds-barred day, for this prophetic time. Whether days of peace or
trouble, you were born for this time.
The world of business is a big battlefield. If you are a business owner, you know that everyday, business presents you with all sorts of battles. There are battles to create or stock desirable products
or provide quality services, battles for customers, battles with competitors and so on. In addition, you are human and as such you remain subject to all the battles every other human must face including
the daily battle for your safety and health as well as battles against powers of darkness amongst others. To be a victor in business and in life and to become prosperous according to God's will, you need
to master the spiritual tools that can help you achieve victory in all your daily battles. If this is your desire, “Command the Morning: 2015 Daily Prayer Manual for Business Owners” is a unique book
that can help you. This prayer manual was written to enable you fulfill your purpose and destiny on earth just like Jesus did, using the same instruments He used - prayers and commands. This prayer
manual also provides the essential bible passages, confessions, prayers and blessing with which to take complete charge of your day, thereby allowing you to achieve daily victory in business and in life.
In Commanding Your Morning Cindy Trimm helps readers achieve victory over their circumstances through spoken declarations that activate God’s power. The Commanding Your Morning Daily Devotional makes
that message even more practical by giving them daily teaching, scriptures, and declarations that will empower them to start every day off right. Cindy writes in Commanding Your Morning that what begins
with God has to end right. Anyone wanting a successful day will benefit from this practical devotional.
Reclaim Your Soul
Awaken
Your Spiritual Authority
The God of Peace
The Transformational Power of Vision
Prayers for Your Day
The Purpose Driven Life
Take back your personal power! Beloved, I pray that you may prosper in all things and be in health, just as your soul prospers. (3 John 1:2 NKJV) Have you ever wondered… If everyone wants to succeed, why do so few people become successful? Can certain relationship patterns prevent me from stepping
into my destiny? Are there habits or behaviors in my life that keep me from fulfilling my purpose? Develop the skills you need to succeed in life! While The 40 Day Soul Fast focused on the 40 characteristics of an authentic person, now bestselling author and empowerment specialist, Dr. Cindy Trimm
delivers her follow-up—Reclaim Your Soul, which focuses on the 40 behaviors of a resilient person. Learn how to: • Identify destructive relationships in your life and break free from their harmful impact • Avoid unhealthy emotional attachments and shield your soul from possible damage • Unlock your
potential and refuse to settle for anything or anyone that pulls you away from fulfilling your purpose Successful people are resilient people. The key to resiliency is learning how to reclaim your soul each and every day!
Command the Day is a morning prayer to guide and protect you for the day’s task ahead. You will be able to focus your time and attention on seeking God's plan for each day of every month. This book is valuable for those that need peace, encouragement, strength, protection, success, breakthrough,
healing, Miracle etc for each day. You will discover reasons you need to command your day and the benefits attached to it.Prayer in the morning gives you direction to where it needs to be, so you don’t miss your target. When you wake up in the morning, your mental ability function at its peak, so prayers
in the morning refresh and recharge your soul. God will be happy with you when you look up to him for the day’s task ahead. Morning prayers are an opportunity to get closer to God and thank him for his unquenchable love, blessings, breakthroughs healing etc.When you wake up in the morning to pray
to God, pray with confidence and keep your eyes open for his answers. In order words, do not be afraid when you are praying to God especially in the morning. According to the Book Isaiah 41.10, the Lord says, “Fear not, for I am with you; be not dismayed, for I am Your God; I will strengthen you, I
will help you, I will uphold you with My righteous right hand”Be rest assured that prayers in the morning lead God our Creator to guide and protect you throughout the day. He loves you and he wants the best for you, so praying in the morning remind God of his promise to you.
This new book by best-selling author Cindy Trimm, The Art of War for Spiritual Battle will become the “go-to” manual for preparing Christians to have victory in today’s spiritual battles with the enemy through strategic spiritual warfare and powerful intercessory prayer.
Best-selling author Cindy Trimm's new release will empower people to walk in the fullness of what God wants for them by helping them take charge of their day. In Commanding Your Morning Cindy Trimm helps readers achieve victory over their circumstances through spoken declarations that activate
God's power. The Commanding Your Morning Daily Devotional makes that message even more practical by giving them daily teaching, scriptures, and declarations that will empower them to start every day off right. Cindy writes in Commanding Your Morning that what begins with God has to end right.
Anyone wanting a successful day will benefit from this practical devotional.
Essential Tactics and Strategies for Spiritual Warfare
Morning & Evening
Your Journey to Personal Empowerment
Unleash the Power of God in Your Life
A Book of Daily Devotions
Learn To Use Your God-Given Rights To Live In Victory
40 Days to Discovering the Real You
Your Breakthrough Is Only a PUSH Away Today’s world knows little about perseverance. This is why so few people become innovators, entrepreneurs, and world-changers. Success is bypassed, not due to a lack
of opportunity, but because we don’t know how to maximize the opportunities in front of us and PUSH - persevere until success happens. In her encouraging and dynamic style, Dr. Cindy Trimm inspires you to
go for it. It is one thing to read about the lives of great achievers—it is another thing to join their ranks. Learn how to: • Carry your dreams, visions, and goals “full term” and to complete fulfillment
• Exercise the power of faith to overcome the impossible and release God’s supernatural purposes into your life • Resist the temptation to ‘cave’ under pressure and press on even when you don’t feel like
it anymore • Empower others to fulfill their divine destinies through co-laboring with them “If you dare to believe that God has something great in store for you to do, to accomplish, or to achieve, you
must be prepared to persevere in spite of your hardship, setbacks, and challenges in order to realize your dreams and accomplish your goals. This book is written to give you that extra push.” —Cindy Trimm
The choice of a devotional book is more personal than most. This kind of reading is not merely for the purpose of leisure and enjoyment. No, with this kind of resource you’re expecting and praying for
something more. You want to hear from God, receive His direction, and be refreshed in the depths of your soul. Only God’s Word can do that. So you need to choose wisely. With her first devotional book,
Priscilla Shirer makes your choice easy. For even though she’s written multiple best-selling books and Bible studies, including the 2016 ECPA “Christian Book of the Year” (Fervent), even though she
regularly speaks to thousands at conference venues and churches around the world, even though she was the lead actress in a #1 box-office feature film (War Room) . . . It all starts for Priscilla where it
all starts for you. Alone with God. Alone with His Word. Eager to hear His voice. Prepared to humbly and obediently respond. She hopes, more than anything else, that the daily insights you receive in
these pages will challenge, encourage, and strengthen you in every way. These ninety devotions from the heart of a mom, wife, encourager, and friend will Awaken you each day with fresh insights gleaned
from the Spirit of God. Ready to help you mine the treasures of Scripture and fortify you for the day ahead. This devotional is . . . a good choice.
Helps develop the staying power and endurance to see the plans God has given people through to the end, and gives them the character and confidence to find joy in even the toughest of struggles.
365 Gospel-Centered Devotions for the Whole Year Mornings can be tough. Sometimes, a hearty breakfast and strong cup of coffee just aren’t enough. Offering more than a rush of caffeine, best-selling
author Paul David Tripp wants to energize you with the most potent encouragement imaginable: the gospel. Forget “behavior modification” or feel-good aphorisms. Tripp knows that what we really need is an
encounter with the living God. Then we’ll be prepared to trust in God’s goodness, rely on his grace, and live for his glory each and every day.
What on Earth Am I Here For?
Devotions for Each Morning of the Year
When Kingdoms Clash
The Rules of Engagement for Overcoming Your Past
Hope for Hurting Hearts
Goodbye, Yesterday!
Command The Day

In Your Spiritual Authority Capps focuses his teaching on the believers identity in Christ. Readers will learn that the name of Jesus gives believers authority in three worldsbeings in
earth, beings under the earth, and beings in heaven. God has restored the believers authority in the earth through the rebirth of the human spirit and has given back that which Satan stole
from Adam. This newly packaged version of this breakthrough teaching will unleash new life and faith in the lives of believers.
This book will help me craft my future by teaching me to make declarations from God’s Word that will set in motion His plan for my life and motivate me to believe good things from a good
God so I can fulfill my destiny.
Learn How to Prosper in Every Area of Your Life!I came so they can have real and eternal life,more and better life than they ever dreamed of.—Jesus Prosperity begins from within. You were
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created to enjoy prosperity on every level— from a rich spiritual and intellectual life, to a richness in your relationships and professional pursuits! The problem is that prosperity has
often been reduced to a single measure: A dollar amount. Truth is, financial abundance is just one expression of what it means to live a rich life. Bestselling author and life empowerment
specialist, Dr. Cindy Trimm, makes it clear that the abundant life described by Jesus is not only for everyone, but is available at any time. Abundance is a choice! The secret lies within
your soul. Get ready to... Make daily choices that position you to fulfill your dreams Embrace prosperity in every area of your life: Spiritually, mentally, physically, relationally,
vocationally, and financially. Discover the 40 key practices for living your most prosperous life A prosperous soul is your all-access pass to living a rich life. As your soul
prospers,every area of your life will follow suit. Why wait? Start prospering today!
Based on a regular, favorite feature of Joel Osteen's sermons, I DECLARE helps readers claim God's blessings for their lives. Broken into thirty-one segments, this book defines the most
powerful blessings in Scripture and encourages readers to declare one each day for a month. The declarations will affirm God's blessings in the area of health, family legacy, decisions,
finances, thoughts, outlook, and overcoming obstacles.
2015 Daily Prayer Manual for Business Owners
The 40 Day Soul Fast
Persevere Until Success Happens Through Prayer
Streams in the Desert
'Til Heaven Invades Earth
The Prosperous Soul
Praying the Promises of the Cross
When you have a specific issue in your life, you need a specific strategy. We all have things in our past that can derail our futures if we don’t learn how to overcome them. Strongholds and emotional attachments we allow in our lives—passed down to us from the culture, our education, and even our
families—that can keep us going in circles. In her powerful style, Cindy Trimm identifies the spiritual setbacks we experience and provides practical biblically based techniques and strategies for securing your breakthrough. There is a spiritual war going on for your future. The Rules of Engagement for
Overcoming Your Past is a manual to help you effectively wage every battle. Using the authority you have been given by God, you can break free from... · Guilt · Rejection · Abuse · Betrayal · Isolation, and more!
FROM THE BEST-SELLING AUTHOR OF THE PRAYER WARRIOR'S WAY; THE ART OF WAR FOR SPIRITUAL BATTLE; HELLO, TOMORROW!; AND COMMANDING YOUR MORNING SELLING MORE THAN ONE MILLION COPIES COMBINED. Your yesterday does not define your tomorrow.
This book will set you free from the past, change the way you see yourself, and push you to pursue your future and all that God has for you. Each of us is born with a seed of greatness, but in many of us, it never grows to maturity because we don't realize our full potential. We continue to live day-today based on the failures, defeatist attitude, and purposelessness of the past rather than acknowledging that we were created for more. Using insights gained from the Book of Genesis, Goodbye, Yesterday! teaches readers the 12 principles of faith they need to be set free from the past, change the
way they see themselves, and move fully into all that God has for them to do and to be. It enables readers to renegotiate their future, redefine their destiny, reestablish their dominion in a world of chaos, and realize their full potential as God's representatives on the earth. This book will help readers
move beyond the self-defeating behaviors and mind-sets of the past and embrace the "awesome" person God designed them to be! Also Available in Spanish ISBN: 978-1-62999-271-6 OTHER BOOKS BY CINDY TRIMM: Hello, Tomorrow! (2018) ISBN: 978-1629995496 The Rules of Engagement
for Overcoming Your Past (2014) ISBN: 978-1621362333 'Til Heaven Invades Earth (2013) ISBN: 978-1621362906
Your Words Have Power DIVIf you want your life to change, it all starts with what you think and say. In her authoritative, declarative style, Cindy Trimm helps you achieve victory over your circumstances through spoken declarations that activate God’s power.You will put meaning and purpose back
into your life when you positively direct your thoughts, words, and actions toward the realization of your goals. Begin each day by commanding your morning. As you do, know that whatever begins with God and His principles, has to end right./div
First published in 1925, L.B. Cowman's Streams in the Desert® is a masterful compilation of inspirational writings from a variety of sources. Updated for the 21st century by Jim Reimann, the book was again an instant classic. This beautiful classic is now available in a portable gift book. Containing
specifically chosen selections from Streams in the Desert®, this gift book is for those that are hurting or going through crisis and are in need of encouragement. A wonderful gift to encourage with, or for someone who has already read the book.
The Upper Room Disciplines 2021
The Art of War for Spiritual Battle
Commanding Your Morning
The Art of Strategic Prayer and Spiritual Warfare
Daily Devotions to Inspire Bold Confidence in God
Command the Morning
A Better World Starts With You

How important is it to have a daily spiritual routine? "When we engage in daily spiritual formation, we deepen our roots . . . and grow our capacity to handle any season of life," Junius Dotson wrote in the 2018 edition of The Upper Room Disciplines. Daily
devotional reading helps keep our faith alive. Disciplines invites readers to spend unrushed time with God, reading a lectionary-based scripture passage, reflecting on the author's insights, and thinking about how to apply the truths from the readings to their
daily life. This devotional book features 53 authors from diverse backgrounds, including some of the leading Christian thinkers of our time. Among the writers for 2021 are J. Dana Trent, James A. Harnish, Enuma Okoro, Jean-Claude Masuka, George
Donigian, Beth A. Richardson, Kenneth H. Carter Jr., D. L. Mayfield, Stephane Brooks, Rachel Hackenberg, Rosalind Hughes, Memory Chikosi, Liz Magill, Charity Kiregyera, Joe Pennel, and Beth Taulman Miller.
Your problems dont define you; they refine you. Sometimes life feels like a roller coaster ride filled with ups, downs, twists, turns, and unexpected sudden drops. Instead of moving forward with peace and purpose, our lives spin out of control. When chaos
and uncertainty threaten to make you feel helpless . . . what do you do? Dont let lifes detours take you for a ride. Get back in the drivers seat! In Prevail, life strategist, Dr. Cindy Trimm, reveals how you can turn problems into opportunities so no pitfall will
throw you off course. Discover how you can: See your current challenges asdoorways to new levels of success Break through barriers that keep you from enjoying life and loving the real you Develop a winning perspective that positions you to prosper Wake
up every morning with a sense of meaning, purpose, dignity, and hope Your success, fulfillment, satisfaction, and destiny await you on the other side of your struggles, fears, setbacks, and disappointments. In the same way that a diamond is brought to
beauty through immense stress, your true strength of character, worth, and value are found by embracing the prospering power inherent in your problems. You are tougher than your tough times.
Another Landmark Book by Rick Warren. You are not an accident. Even before the universe was created, God had you in mind, and he planned you for his purposes. These purposes will extend far beyond the few years you will spend on earth. You were
made to last forever! Self-help books often suggest that you try to discover the meaning and purpose of your life by looking within yourself, but Rick Warren says that is the wrong place to start. You must begin with God, your Creator, and his reasons for
creating you. You were made by God and for God, and until you understand that, life will never make sense. This book will help you understand why you are alive and God's amazing plan for you---both here and now, and for eternity. Rick Warren will guide
you through a personal 40-day spiritual journey that will transform your answer to life's most important question: What on earth am I here for? Knowing God's purpose for creating you will reduce your stress, focus your energy, simplify your decisions, give
meaning to your life, and, most importantly, prepare you for eternity. The Purpose Driven Life is a blueprint for Christian living in the 21st century---a lifestyle based on God's eternal purposes, not cultural values. Using over 1,200 scriptural quotes and
references, it challenges the conventional definitions of worship, fellowship, discipleship, ministry, and evangelism. In the tradition of Oswald Chambers, Rick Warren offers distilled wisdom on the essence of what life is all about. This is a book of hope and
challenge that you will read and re-read, and it will be a classic treasured by generations to come.
Readers are invited to start the morning off right with #1 New York Times bestselling author Joyce Meyer's devotions for each day of the year.
Commanding Your Morning Daily Devotional
31 Promises to Speak Over Your Life
Your Journey to Authentic Living
Unleash God's Power in Your Life—Every Day of the Year
Devotional Field Book
40-Day Prayer Journal
Activating the 12 Laws of Boundary-defying Faith
Our inheritance in Christ Jesus is often un-tapped and under utilized. We frequently go through our days without drawing from the wealth available to us in Christ. This prayer journal provides a practical, systematic way to intentionally partake of your
inheritance. By daily affirming the promises of God related to the Person, work, and provision of Christ Jesus, you will feast on the manna of Christ Himself. With plenty of white space, this prayer journal incorporates Arabah Joy's four step process to praying a
promise: Read it, Write it, Ponder it, and Pray it. Daily mini-devotionals are also included. Begin your own life changing, 40-day journey today!!
You shall decree a thing and it shall be established! God created the universe by speaking it into existence. Crafted in the image of your Maker, your words possess a similar creative power. When you declare the words of God with His authority, your words
will shape reality. Dr. Cindy Trimm is an international, catalytic leader who has revolutionized the Christian world with her dynamic teaching on decreeing and declaring the Word of God. In brief, power-packaged segments, she offers teaching on how to
decree and declare the abundance of God over 40 strategic areas of your everyday life. These include declarations, confessions and prayers for releasing the fullness of God over your: Spirit, through prayer, meditation, and fasting. Mind, through creativity,
study, and growing in wisdom. Relationships, through forgiveness and agreement. Body, through self-control, healthy living, and rest. Job and workplace, through purpose, diligence, and good work. And many more! Start decreeing God's Word over your
spirit, soul, and body, and enjoy the fullness of life that Jesus has made available!
Hello, Tomorrow!
Breaking Free From Guilt, Rejection, Abuse, and Betrayal
Our Daily Manna
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